
The Story Of Now

By WGSN Print & Graphics team, 08 August 2011

In a move on from our spring/summer 2012 Jpeg Gen macro trend, The Story of Now is set in our
present time with a firm grasp of reality. Inspiration is drawn from what's around us and how we interact
with it. We also look at how we interpret and archive our digital history for future generations.

Print and graphics are understandable and real, references from both analogue and digital sources are
documented into a simple contemporary aesthetic. Universal language and typographic motifs are
fundamental forms of communication and are given precedence.

Research & Reference
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DOCUMENT

Documenting real life offers an endless pool to research from and can be taken from any medium. Use
these influences to collate your ideas and use as themes for your designs.
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Cory Arcangel by Moiré

New York artist Cory Arcangel works with game
systems, hacking and alterating their hardware
and software. In the last few years, he has
concentrated on the early 80s programming
language of the 8-bit system. Arcangel’s interest
lies in new interpretations of what has become
redundant technology in today’s society. We
love the way this is clearly documented in this
book by Moiré.

www.moire.ch

YouTube Drawings by Comenius Roethlisberger and Admir Jahic

Comenius Roethlisberger and Admir Jahic make
drawings of famous YouTube videos, converting
the virtual and visual into something physical.
Hundreds of famous clips have been rendered in
coloured pencil on handmade paper - when
viewed together as a series they offer a very
different take on the idea of browsing the internet.

A-Z Box by Tilson, 1969-70

British pop artist Joe Tilson has created a vast
number of works since the 1960s, which are
brought together in this book by Enzo Martino.
Using found imagery and illustration together,
Tilso documents the works in an appealing
graphic way.

125 American Swimming Pools by Jenny Odell

Jenny Odell creates artwork out of collections of
things that she cuts out of Google Satellite View:
swimming pools, parking lots, basketball courts.
This recording of current details of the Earth's
surface and her inspiring use of technology
highlight unexpected beauty in the mundane.

jennyodell.com
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NEWS FEED

The news is an endless stream of consciousness, giving you an instant global perspective on the
important and not-so-important stories of today. Be inspired by what you see and hear to create a
modern narrative of our digital history.

Bruno Munari's Immagini Della Realta, 1977

This image is taken from a Boxed edition of 40
cards with photographic images to learn about
the different ways of representing objects. The
cards were designed for three different games
intended for ages 3-6. They also however
document in a beautifully stark way the
mundane objects of the everyday.

Career advert for Facebook by 3 Advertising, Mexico

In order to recruit the best software engineers in
the business, 3 Advertising cleverly created
adverts representing "the stories behind the
code". The lines of text formed pictorial
representations of the benefits of working for the

Dallas Public Access Cable by Tom Moody

Above is a proposed page by Tom Moody for a
project in around 1990 for Dallas Public Access
Cable. We added it here as the simple design is
reminiscent of a retro computer teletext news
feed, something that is inspiring artists today as
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largest social networking site, Facebook.

whois3.com

we archive our digital past.

Fennesz by Sonnenzimmer

This poster art by Sonnenzimmer for musician
Christian Fennesz reminds us of an infomation
feed that has been glitched, erased and
distressed to create something beautiful.

sonnenzimmer.com

Electronic Instant Camera by Niklas Roy

The Electronic Instant Camera combines an
analogue black-and-white videocamera with a
thermal receipt printer. No image is stored on film
or digitally, rather the sitter has to remain still as
the image is slowly processed line by line. We
love the data-like aesthetic that this lo-fi device
gives.

niklasroy.com

Art by Rashid Rana

Rashid Rana’s digital prints piece together
thousands of individual portraits and images,
recasting them as pixels within a single image.
Rana’s works manipulate micro-photographs
from contemporary and mundane street scenes
and advertisements into digitized, iconic
recreations of, for example, mosque
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THE HERE AND NOW

Our visual lanscape has changed yet seems so familiar; our present-day aesthetic has been manipulated
and merged, creating a skewed representation of normality. Use these delicate juxtapositions to
influence your print and graphic themes.

ornamentation or French Impressionist painting.

saatchi-gallery

The Sartorial Twist

The Sartorial Twist is a random fashion
generator by Harry Woodrow. Each new image
is a humorous splice of three street shots,
creating a new but strangely coherent image.

thesartorialtwist

Michelberger hotel, Berlin

This wallpaper seen at the super-cool berlin hotel
michelbergerhotel documents real objects using
a tradtional wallpaper layout - an interesting take
on documenting what's true and real today.

The Resurface by George Shaw

Nominated for the 2011 Turner prize, British
artist George Shaw paints a new reality based
on photographs of his childhood home on a

Sweet 16 by Jeremy Dean, from the series Futurama 2009

Jeremy Dean explores the American dream and
human progress through art. He deconstructs
and recontextualises iconic symbols of power
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UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE

Universal Language helps to tell the story of now - Pictograms span language and speak a thousand
words in a instant. Typographic motifs are fundamental forms of communication and are giving
presedence in The Story of Now.

council estate. These perfectly realised
snapshots contain a poignant sense of memory
within their mundane subject matter, but the true
magic lies in how attentively he studies the
scene.

southlondongallery.org

and wealth, and in so doing addresses social,
political, economic and cultural issues. In his
lastest work, Back to the Futurama, Dean
reapproprates the horsedrawn stagecoach for the
present by adding an H2 Hummer as a carriage.

www.creativethriftshop.com

Melbourne rug by Linus Dean

Linus Dean is inspired by typography and
signage. In this collection it has created a
design for each country based on the
typography of the city, creating a real yet
different perspective. We love the scale and
boldness of the design, something that could
inspire apparel print.

www.linusdean.com
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Source: Otl Aicher by Markus Rathgeb (ISBN: 9780714843964)

Otto Aicher, one of the leading German graphic
designers of the 20th century, created the iconic
universal pictograms for the 1972 Munich
Olympics. These simple pictograms are a
universal language; use this concept and create
shapes and symbols as a universal language to
tell the story of now.

Pakistani wedding gift by Muhreen Mataza, Dubai Art Fair

Muhreen Mataza presented a collection of plates,
a traditional wedding gift in Pakistan, at this
year's Dubai Art Fair. Each plate had a simple
black pictogram on it symbolising life in Pakistan
today. It is interesting to see these pictograms
used in place of more decorative patterning on
everyday objects.

ABC Representations by Oksana Shatalova, Georgy Mamedov & Boris
Chukhovich designed by Kadyr Batyrkanov, 2011

The Central Asian pavilion at the Venice
Biennale 2011 examines the possibilities of
intercultural language. In ABC Representations,
curated by Oksana Shatalova, Georgy
Mamedov and Boris Chukhovich and designed
by graphic designer Kadyr Batyrkanov, the eye
chart replaces the Roman alphabet with
universal symbols, with each symbol
representing a concept from the region.

universes-in-universe.com

Clip art plastic bag

Simple, readily available clip art-style graphics
and illustration have a universal appeal. This
style of design is great for motifs and branding
concepts.
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Hand Type by Simon Walker

Simon Walker is a master of logo creation. His
hand-rendered modern typography has the
essence of a time gone by but with the skills and
techniques of today. Motifs are a universal
language that convey your brand's identity and
are key themes for The Story of Now.

simonwalker

 

 

Toyota Icons by Always With Honor

Always with Honor specialises in creating simple
infographics and icons. Their analysis of
everyday objects, paring them down to their most
basic forms, creates instantly recongisable
imagery.

alwayswithhonor
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